
Worldbuilding Sample 

The Shiram Matriarchy (Shiram Crusaders, The Shiramists) 

Inspiration: Brahmins - Priests, Teachers, Preachers. 

Connections: The Raj Guard, The Blue Devils, The Union, The Machinist Monks 

Home City: Daiwara - “The Gate of the Gods” 

 

A polytheistic religious faction with a rigid caste system. This faction sends out missionaries, usually 

escorted by holy warriors around Soma to convert people by word or by force. A settlement that joins 

the faction does benefit from their protection but most of the inhabitants will end up in the lowest 

social class until they have sufficiently proved their dedication. 

 

They worship the triple goddesses of The Trinari - The Planter, The Tender and The Harvester. The 

Trinari can be referred to as Dai or “the Divine Triangle”. Outsiders can be referred to as Jandai or “not 

of god”. 

 

They are actively hostile against all Operators, including the player. The extreme adherents vilify 

Technopathy and blames Operators for The Crash and the depravity that happened afterwards. They 

claim that once the planet is purged of the demons, it can finally enter an era of prosperity. Men are also 

barred from holding priesthood positions in Shiramist society, as they shoulder the blame for the 

technological horrors of the past.  

 

Shiramist Life - The Caste System 

Daiwara and all Shiramist colonies follow the Caste System. 

Eagle - Female priest caste that dominate society. They interpret ancient pre-crash scriptures 

and deduct code of law and behaviour from them. The Eagles themselves live under very strict rules of 

behaviour. They are clad in rough white linen as a symbol of their purity. 

Oxen - The bearer of the weight, the warrior caste. They enforce public order, protect caravans, 

collect taxes and are sworn to absolute obedience to the Eagles. Disobedience is punishable by death. 

Sheep - The regular, dutiful citizens. They work as fishermen, craftsmen, or laborers in the 

seaweed fields. They are the working backbone of the society. 

Insects - New converts are adapted into society as Insects. They have limited citizen rights and 

need an overseer of an upper caste to protect them. They’re essentially slaves, but an overseer can 

grant an Insect and their family to be lifted up to become sheep. Many Oxen have warrior disciples from 

the Insect caste. Those seen as casteless or unbelievers are seen as Insects. 

Fleas - The outcasts living in the old sewer systems of Daiwara. They are not allowed to drink 

from public water dispensers or buy food from merchants and are restricted to a life in the shadows. 

Fleas have no means to get up in the caste system. 

 

Weapon and Technological Level 

Despite their doctrine, The Shiramists have no qualms about using technology and Daiwara itself relies 

on functioning pre-crash manufacturing facilities. However, they will not tolerate “speaking machines” 

(AIs) or those who can speak to machines (Technopaths). High ranking Oxens occasionally have 

machines that can sense the presence of Operators.  


